A New Addiction: Old House Dreams

When I was supposed to be working…I wasn’t. It’s a confession that every person who works from home has to make now and again. In my defense, Web Expressions the program I use to work on my website, www.makinglearningfun.com, wasn’t working quite right. It was making me wait and giving me delays so I just thought I would read a blog quick…well one thing lead to another and before I knew it, I had discovered a wonderful new blog, Old House Dreams.

Oh my, if you love old houses, watch out..you’ll be addicted too. Check out some of these houses...
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All of the houses are for sale. It tells price, size and few other stats along with a few pictures of the insides.

×

Some are completely fixed and show wonderful homes….like this 1892 Queen Anne home in Kankakee, Illinois.
Some need LOTS of help like this Queen Anne in Skidmore, Missouri.

On some of these...don’t let the outside fool you though. Inside, the woodwork is AMAZING.

Some are really fun to check like this 1905 Colonial Revival in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It shows a current picture...
and it shows a picture from long ago. Notice how the porch has changed??
If I had any desire to live in Minneapolis or spent $395,500...this home would be mine...just look...
Check out this 1927 Gate House in Chevy Chase, Maryland for $1,500,000. It looks like it is from a story book.
This one is more my speed...a good old fashion 1905 Queen Anne... that needs LOTS and LOTS of work!!
I’ve managed to waste quite a lot of time scrolling through pictures…but I have gleaned a bit of information. I’ve looked at time period light fixtures. I’ve looked at stair rails. I’ve looked at decorating. I’ve looked at lots of things and weighed whether it would look good in our old house or not.

I’ve also seen that what we are tackling with our old house make over is nothing compared to what some houses need. The thing I learned most…the look of a house on the outside really doesn’t dictate the character inside.

Some people love looking at the website Houzz…All in all, for my taste, this site is much better. The only problem is it isn’t easy to search.

Now don’t say I didn’t warn you….I spent an hour there my first visit and I’ve been back several times..don’t tell Hubby. He thinks I am in the house slaving away.